February 12, 2016

The Honorable Penny S. Pritzker
Secretary of Commerce
U.S. Department of Commerce
Attn: Enforcement and Compliance
Central Records Unit, Room 1870
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20230

The Honorable Lisa R. Barton
Secretary
U.S. International Trade Commission
500 E Street, S.W., Room 112
Washington, D.C. 20436

Re: Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip from the People’s Republic of China – Petitions for the Imposition of Antidumping and Countervailing Duties

Dear Secretary Pritzker and Secretary Barton:

On behalf of AK Steel Corporation, Allegheny Ludlum, LLC d/b/a ATI Flat Rolled Products, North American Stainless, and Outokumpu Stainless USA, LLC (collectively “Petitioners”), we hereby submit to the U.S. Department of Commerce (the “Department”) petitions for the imposition of antidumping and countervailing duties on stainless steel sheet and strip from the People’s Republic of China (the “Petitions”) pursuant to sections 701, 702(b), 731, and 732(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (the “Act”) (19 U.S.C. §§ 1671, 1671a(b), 1673 and 1673a(b)). Pursuant to the Department’s regulations codified at 19 C.F.R. § 351.202(c), we hereby certify that the Petitions and required copies are being filed today with the U.S. International Trade Commission (the “Commission”).
At the Department, we are filing Volume I (Common Issues and Injury) matched with the corresponding volume addressing sales at less-than-fair value or the provision of countervailable subsidies. Information pertaining to the allegations of sales at less-than-fair value is contained in Volume II, while information concerning countervailable subsidies provided by the Government of China is contained in Volume III.

At the Commission, pursuant to instructions from Secretary Barton, we are filing an original and eight copies of: (1) the narrative portion of the business proprietary version of Volume I (Common Issues and Injury); (2) the narrative portion of the business proprietary version of Volumes II; and (3) the narrative portion of Volume III (which is a public document). We are also filing an original and four copies of: (1) the narrative portion of the public version of Volume I (Common Issues and Injury), Volume II (sales at less-than-normal-value), and Volume III (concerning countervailable subsidies). Finally, we are filing on CD-ROM complete sets of the business proprietary and public versions of the exhibits to all volumes of the Petitions in PDF format compatible with the Commission’s EDIS system.

On behalf of Petitioners, we hereby request proprietary treatment for information designated as proprietary in these Petitions pursuant to the Department’s regulations codified at 19 C.F.R. §§ 351.202(d) and 351.304 and the Commission’s rules codified at 19 C.F.R. § 201.6(b). The business proprietary information, which is enclosed in single brackets (“[ ]”), is highly sensitive business confidential information, as identified below, warranting proprietary treatment:

**Volume I (General and Injury)**

- Pages 4-5 and **Exhibit GEN-1** contains proprietary U.S. producers’ production data and the confidential source of the data;
- Pages 14, 16, 20-21 and **Exhibit GEN-8** contains Petitioners’ proprietary shipment, domestic consumption, and market share data;
- **Exhibit GEN-10** contains Petitioners’ proprietary lost sales and lost revenue information, including the names/locations of Petitioners’ customers and the volume and description of the products;
- Page 15-16 and **Exhibit GEN-11** contains proprietary U.S. producers’ pricing data, as well as the confidential source of the data; and
- Pages 5, 18, 21 and **Exhibit GEN-12** contains Petitioners’ proprietary trade and financial data, including capacity, production, capacity utilization, employment, net sales, and operating income.
- Page 23-24 and **Exhibit GEN-13** contains proprietary research and data on the Chinese SSSS industry, as well as the confidential source of the information.
Volume II (Antidumping Duty)

- Pages 3, 5-6 and Exhibits AD-1A, 1B, 7A, 7B, 17A, and 17B contain Petitioners' proprietary sales data (including pricing and terms of sale), as well as market intelligence on sales, customers and pricing of subject imports and the confidential sources from whom business proprietary information was obtained.

- Exhibit AD-8 contains Petitioners’ calculation of trading company average markup and U.S. selling agency’s selling expenses;

- Exhibits AD-9, AD-10A and AD-10B contain Petitioners’ proprietary U.S. cost of production and normal value calculation.

We note that Volume III (Countervailing Duty Section) is entirely public. The single-bracketed business proprietary information in the attached Volumes I and II of these Petitions identified above is entitled to proprietary treatment in accordance with the Department’s regulations codified at 19 C.F.R. § 351.304(a) and the Commission’s rules codified at 19 C.F.R. § 201.6(b). Information for which proprietary treatment is requested is not available to the public. Public disclosure of this information would result in serious and substantial harm to the competitive position of the sources of the information and would impair the ability of the Department and the Commission to obtain information necessary to fulfill their statutory functions. The requisite certifications that substantially identical information is not available to the public are set forth as attachments to this letter, in accordance with the Commission’s rules codified at 19 C.F.R. § 201.6(b).

Pursuant to the Department’s regulations codified at 19 C.F.R. § 351.304(b), Petitioners agree in principle to permit disclosure of the single-bracketed business proprietary information contained in the Petitions under an appropriately drawn administrative protective order (“APO”). Petitioners, however, reserve the right to comment on all APO applications prior to disclosure.

A public version of the Petitions has been prepared and is being filed simultaneously with this submission pursuant to the Department’s regulations codified at 19 C.F.R. § 351.304(c)(1) and the Commission’s rules codified at 19 C.F.R. § 201.8(f). The public version contains a public summary of the single-bracketed business proprietary information in sufficient detail to permit a reasonable understanding of the contents of the Petitions.

* * *
Should you have any questions regarding these Petitions, please contact the undersigned.

Respectfully submitted,

KATHLEEN W. CANNON
DAVID A. HARTQUIST
JOHN M. HERRMANN
GRACE W. KIM
KELLEY DRYE & WARREN LLP
3050 K Street, N.W., Suite 400
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 342-8400

Counsel to Petitioners

ECONOMIC CONSULTANTS:

MICHAEL T. KERWIN
WILLIAM H. CROW II
WILLIAM B. HUDGENS
LAURA M. BELTRAMI
GEORGETOWN ECONOMIC SERVICES, LLC
3050 K Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 945-6660
STAINLESS STEEL SHEET AND STRIP FROM
THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Case Nos. A-570-042 and C-570-043
Original Investigation

REPRESENTATIVE CERTIFICATION

I, Kathleen W. Cannon, with Kelley Drye & Warren LLP, counsel or representative to
Petitioners, AK Steel Corporation, Allegheny Ludlum, LLC d/b/a ATI Flat Rolled Products,
North American Stainless, and Outokumpu Stainless USA, LLC, certify that I have read the
attached submission, Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Petitions, dated February 12,
2016. In my capacity as an adviser, counsel, preparer or reviewer of this submission, I certify that the
information contained in this submission is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge.
I am aware that U.S. law (including, but not limited to, 18 U.S.C. 1001) imposes criminal
sanctions on individuals who knowingly and willfully make material false statements to the U.S.
Government. In addition, I am aware that, even if this submission may be withdrawn from the
record of the AD/CVD proceeding, the Department may preserve this submission, including a
business proprietary submission, for purposes of determining the accuracy of this certification.
I certify that I am filing a copy of this signed certification with this submission to the U.S.
Department of Commerce and that I will retain the original for a five-year period commencing
with the filing of this document. The original will be available for inspection by U.S. Department
of Commerce officials.

Signature: ____________________________
Kathleen W. Cannon

Date: February 12, 2016
CERTIFICATION

CITY OF WASHINGTON  ) ss:
)  ) ss:
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA  )

In accordance with section 201.6(b)(3)(iii) of the Commission’s regulations, 19 C.F.R. § 201.6(b)(3)(iii), I, Kathleen W. Cannon, hereby certify on February 12, 2016, that information substantially identical to that for which business proprietary treatment has been requested in this document is not available to the general public.

In accordance with section 207.3(a) of the Commission’s regulations, 19 C.F.R. § 207.3(a), I, Kathleen W. Cannon, hereby certify on February 12, 2016, that the information contained in this document is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge.

In accordance with section 207.10(a) of the Commission's regulations, 19 C.F.R. § 207.10(a), I, Kathleen W. Cannon, hereby certify that on February 12, 2016, copies of this document are being filed with the Department of Commerce and the U.S. International Trade Commission on this date.

[Signature]
Kathleen W. Cannon

Subscribed and sworn to before me on February 12, 2016.

[Signature]
Notary Public

My Commission Expires 03-31-2016

Jerome Oyeneyin
Notary Public District of Columbia
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES 03-31-2016
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COMPANY CERTIFICATION

I, Geoff Pfeiffer, General Manager - Specialty Sales, currently employed by AK Steel Corporation, certify that I prepared or otherwise supervised the preparation of the attached Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Petitions, dated February 12, 2016. I certify that the public information and any business proprietary information of AK Steel Corporation contained in this submission is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge. I am aware that the information contained in this submission may be subject to verification or corroboration (as appropriate) by the U.S. Department of Commerce. I am also aware that U.S. law (including, but not limited to, 18 U.S.C. 1001) imposes criminal sanctions on individuals who knowingly and willfully make material false statements to the U.S. Government. In addition, I am aware that, even if this submission may be withdrawn from the record of the AD/CVD proceeding, the U.S. Department of Commerce may preserve this submission, including a business proprietary submission, for purposes of determining the accuracy of this certification. I certify that a copy of this signed certification will be filed with this submission to the U.S. Department of Commerce.

Signature: ____________________________
Geoff Pfeiffer

Date: February 12, 2016
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COMPANY CERTIFICATION

I, Elliot S. Davis, Esq., Senior Vice President, currently employed by Allegheny Ludlum, LLC d/b/a ATI Flat Rolled Products, certify that I prepared or otherwise supervised the preparation of the attached Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Petitions, dated February 12, 2016. I certify that the public information and any business proprietary information of Allegheny Ludlum, LLC d/b/a ATI Flat Rolled Products contained in this submission is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge. I am aware that the information contained in this submission may be subject to verification or corroboration (as appropriate) by the U.S. Department of Commerce. I am also aware that U.S. law (including, but not limited to, 18 U.S.C. 1001) imposes criminal sanctions on individuals who knowingly and willfully make material false statements to the U.S. Government. In addition, I am aware that, even if this submission may be withdrawn from the record of the AD/CVD proceeding, the U.S. Department of Commerce may preserve this submission, including a business proprietary submission, for purposes of determining the accuracy of this certification. I certify that a copy of this signed certification will be filed with this submission to the U.S. Department of Commerce.

Signature: 

Elliot S. Davis, Esq.

Date: February 12, 2016
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COMPANY CERTIFICATION

I, Chris Lyons, Vice President Commercial, currently employed by North American Stainless, certify that I prepared or otherwise supervised the preparation of the attached Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Petitions, dated February 12, 2016. I certify that the public information and any business proprietary information of North American Stainless contained in this submission is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge. I am aware that the information contained in this submission may be subject to verification or corroboration (as appropriate) by the U.S. Department of Commerce. I am also aware that U.S. law (including, but not limited to, 18 U.S.C. 1001) imposes criminal sanctions on individuals who knowingly and willfully make material false statements to the U.S. Government. In addition, I am aware that, even if this submission may be withdrawn from the record of the AD/CVD proceeding, the U.S. Department of Commerce may preserve this submission, including a business proprietary submission, for purposes of determining the accuracy of this certification. I certify that a copy of this signed certification will be filed with this submission to the U.S. Department of Commerce.

Signature: [Signature]

Chris Lyons

Date: February 12, 2016
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COMPANY CERTIFICATION

I, Stephen J. Letnich, Vice President of Sales for Coil Americas, currently employed by Outokumpu Stainless USA, LLC, certify that I prepared or otherwise supervised the preparation of the attached Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Petitions, dated February 12, 2016. I certify that the public information and any business proprietary information of Outokumpu Stainless USA, LLC contained in this submission is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge. I am aware that the information contained in this submission may be subject to verification or corroboration (as appropriate) by the U.S. Department of Commerce. I am also aware that U.S. law (including, but not limited to, 18 U.S.C. 1001) imposes criminal sanctions on individuals who knowingly and willfully make material false statements to the U.S. Government. In addition, I am aware that, even if this submission may be withdrawn from the record of the AD/CVD proceeding, the U.S. Department of Commerce may preserve this submission, including a business proprietary submission, for purposes of determining the accuracy of this certification. I certify that a copy of this signed certification will be filed with this submission to the U.S. Department of Commerce.

Signature: ____________________________

Stephen J. Letnich

Date: February 12, 2016
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PUBLIC VERSION

PETITION FOR THE IMPOSITION OF ANTIDUMPING AND COUNTERVAILING DUTIES ON IMPORTS OF STAINLESS STEEL SHEET AND STRIP FROM THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

This petition is filed on behalf of the U.S. industry producing stainless steel sheet and strip ("SSSS"). The petitioners in this case are AK Steel Corporation, Allegheny Ludlum, LLC d/b/a ATI Flat Rolled Products, North American Stainless, and Outokumpu Stainless USA, LLC, (collectively “Petitioners”). These companies and their employees account for virtually all SSSS production in the United States and represent the U.S. industry producing SSSS within the meaning of sections 702(c)(4) and 732(c)(4) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (the “Act”). 19 U.S.C. §§ 1671a(c)(4), 1673a(c)(4).

Volume II of this petition presents evidence that SSSS from the People’s Republic of China (“China”) is being, or is likely to be, sold in the United States at less than fair value within the meaning of section 731(1) of the Act. See 19 U.S.C. § 1673(1). In addition, Volume III of this petition presents evidence that the Government of China is providing countervailable subsidies with respect to the manufacture, production, and export of SSSS within the meaning of section 701(a)(1) of the Act. See 19 U.S.C. § 1671(a)(1). This petition demonstrates that the U.S. industry producing SSSS is being materially injured, and is threatened with further material injury, by reason of unfairly traded imports from China within the meaning of sections 701(a)(2) and 731(2) of the Act. See 19 U.S.C. §§ 1671(a)(2), 1673(2). Petitioners, therefore, request that: (1) antidumping duties be imposed on SSSS from China in an amount equal to the amount by which the normal value exceeds the export price or constructed export price of the merchandise; and (2) countervailing duties be imposed on imports of SSSS from China in an amount equal to the net countervailable subsidy.
This petition sets forth the information reasonably available to Petitioners and is filed in conformity with the requirements of section 351.202 of the regulations of the U.S. Department of Commerce ("Commerce" or "the Department"), 19 C.F.R. § 351.202, and section 207.11 of the regulations of the U.S. International Trade Commission ("ITC" or "Commission"), 19 C.F.R. § 207.11.

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

A. Petitioners

This petition is filed on behalf of the U.S. SSSS industry by the following domestic manufacturers:

- AK Steel Corporation ("AK Steel")
  9227 Centre Pointe Drive
  West Chester, OH 45069-4822
  Contact: Geoff Pfeiffer, General Manager – Specialty Sales
  Tel: (513) 425-5000
  Fax: (513) 425-5220
  Email: Geoff.Pfeiffer@aksteel.com
  Website: http://www.aksteel.com

- Allegheny Ludlum, LLC d/b/a ATI Flat Rolled Products ("ATI")
  1000 Six PPG Place
  Pittsburgh, PA 15222-5479
  Contact: Elliot S. Davis, Esq., Senior Vice President
  Tel: (412) 394-2835
  Fax: (412) 394-3010
  Email: Elliot.Davis@ATImetals.com
  Website: http://www.ATImetals.com

- North American Stainless ("NAS")
  6870 Highway 42 East
  Ghent, KY 41045-9615
  Contact: Chris Lyons, Vice President Commercial
  Tel: (502) 347-6000
  Fax: (502) 347-6001
  E-mail: clyons@northamericanstainless.com
  Website: http://www.northamericanstainless.com
B. **Description of the Domestic Industry and Industry Support**

This petition is filed on behalf of the domestic industry producing SSSS as defined in the scope of this petition (section I.D, infra) and meets the statutory support requirement as described below and as set forth in Exhibit GEN-1.

1. **Other U.S. Producers of SSSS**

Petitioners are aware of four additional entities that have produced SSSS in the United States since 2013:

- **Elgiloy Specialty Metals**
  1565 Fleetwood Dr.
  Elgin, IL 60123
  Tel: (847) 695-1900
  Website: [http://www.elgiloy.com](http://www.elgiloy.com)

- **Nucor Corporation**
  4537 South Nucor Road
  Crawfordsville, IN 47933
  Tel: (765) 364-1323
  Fax: (765) 364-5302
  Website: [http://www.nucor-sheetmills.com](http://www.nucor-sheetmills.com)

- **Precision Specialty Metals Inc.**
  3301 Medford St.
  Los Angeles, CA 90063
  Tel: (323) 475-3200

---

1 Precision Specialty Metals Inc. shut down its Los Angeles, CA operations in late 2015 and thus is no longer a U.S. producer of SSSS. See Exhibit GEN-1.
2. **Industry Support**

Sections 702 and 732 of the Act require that “the domestic producers or workers who support the petition account for at least 25 percent of the total production of the like product.” 19 U.S.C. §§ 1671a(c)(4)(A)(i), 1673a(c)(4)(A)(i). In addition, the statute requires that “the domestic producers or workers who support the petition account for more than 50 percent of the production of the domestic like product produced by the portion of the industry expressing support for or opposition to the petition.” 19 U.S.C. §§ 1671a(c)(4)(A)(ii), 1673a(c)(4)(A)(ii).

As shown in Table 1, the U.S. producers who are known to be in support of the petition surpass both the 25 percent and 50 percent thresholds for industry support established in the statute. The volume of Petitioners’ production of SSSS in 2015 was [ ] short tons. See Exhibit GEN-1. Based on [ ] and the Declaration of Stephen J. Letnich, Vice President of Sales for Coil Americas at Outokumpu, there are four additional U.S. producers of SSSS: (1) Elgiloy Specialty Metals (“Elgiloy”), (2) Nucor Corporation (“Nucor”), (3) Precision Specialty Metals Inc. (“Precision”), and (4) Ulbrich Stainless Steels & Special Metals, Inc. (“Ulbrich”) Id. Petitioners conservatively estimate the production levels of the non-petitioning producers of SSSS to be the same as their capacity levels. Based on [source data for company names], the non-petitioning U.S. producers’ 2015 production of SSSS is estimated as follows: (1) Elgiloy Specialty Metals [ ] (2) Nucor Corporation [48,500 metric tons] (3) Precision Specialty Metals Inc. [ ]
Thus, in the aggregate, Petitioners estimate the total U.S. production of these four non-petitioning U.S. producers to be [135,000] short tons in 2015.

As Table 1 shows, Petitioners’ estimated share of U.S. production of SSSS in 2015 accounted for [95] percent of total U.S. production. Thus, Petitioners surpass both the 25 percent and the 50 percent thresholds for industry support established in the statute.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PETITIONERS’ SHARE OF DOMESTIC PRODUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(in short tons)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petitioners’ Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Petitioners’ Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total U.S. Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petitioners’ Share of U.S. Production</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [ ] capacity data and Petitioners’ production data, appended at Exhibits GEN-1 and GEN-12.

C. Related Proceedings

Petitioners have not filed previously for import relief pursuant to sections 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, ("the Act") (19 U.S.C. § 1337) or section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C. § 1862), with respect to the merchandise that is the subject of this petition.

A chronology of all prior antidumping and countervailing duty proceedings, section 201 investigations, and related proceedings covering SSSS is provided in Exhibit GEN-2. Based on petitions filed in 1998, there are currently antidumping duty orders in place against SSSS in coils from Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, as well as a countervailing duty order in place covering imports of SSSS in coils from Korea. See Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip from Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, and Taiwan, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-382 and 731-TA-798-803 (Second Review),
USITC Pub. 4244 (July 2011) ("Second Sunset Review – SSSS in Coils"). The third sunset review of the unfair trade orders remaining in effect with respect to SSSS in coils from the above-referenced subject countries is scheduled to be initiated on July 1, 2016. See http://pubapps2.usitc.gov/sunset/.

In 1998, the domestic industry filed antidumping ("AD") and countervailing duty ("CVD") petitions against SSSS in coils from France (AD and CVD), Germany (AD), Italy (AD and CVD), Japan (AD), Korea (AD and CVD), Mexico (AD), Taiwan (AD), and the United Kingdom (AD). Following the Department of Commerce's issuance of final affirmative determinations,² the Commission reached affirmative determinations with respect to all seven

² See Notice of Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From Japan, 64 Fed. Reg. 30,574 (Dep't Commerce June 8, 1999); Notice of Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From Taiwan, 64 Fed. Reg. 30,592 (Dep't Commerce June 8, 1999); Final Affirmative Countervailing Duty Determination; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From Italy, 64 Fed. Reg. 30,624 (Dep't Commerce June 8, 1999); Final Affirmative Countervailing Duty Determination; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From The Republic of Korea, 64 Fed. Reg. 30,636 (Dep't Commerce June 8, 1999); Notice of Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From The Republic of Korea, 64 Fed. Reg. 30,664 (Dep't Commerce June 8, 1999); Notice of Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From The United Kingdom, 64 Fed. Reg. 30,688 (Dep't Commerce June 8, 1999); Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From Germany, 64 Fed. Reg. 30,710 (Dep't Commerce June 8, 1999); Final Affirmative Countervailing Duty Determination; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From France, 64 Fed. Reg. 30,744 (Dep't Commerce June 8, 1999); Notice of Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From Italy, 64 Fed. Reg. 30,750 (Dep't Commerce June 8, 1999); Notice of Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From France, 64 Fed. Reg. 30,820 (Dep't Commerce June 8, 1999); and Notice of Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From Mexico, 64 Fed. Reg. 30,790 (Dep't Commerce June 8, 1999).
subject countries. As a result of the affirmative determinations by both agencies, the Commerce Department issued antidumping orders with respect to imports of SSSS in coils from France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Taiwan, and the United Kingdom, and countervailing duty orders with respect to SSSS in coils from France, Italy, and Korea.

The Commerce Department revoked the countervailing duty orders with respect France and Italy on September 1, 2004 and March 28, 2006, respectively. During the first five-year reviews, the Commission made a negative determination with respect to France and the United

---

3 See Certain Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip from France, Germany, Italy, Japan, The Republic of Korea, Mexico, Taiwan and The United Kingdom, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-380-382 and 731-TA-797-804 (Final), USITC Pub. 3208 (July 1999).

4 See Notice of Antidumping Duty Order; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From United Kingdom, Taiwan and South Korea, 64 Fed. Reg. 40,555 (Dep't Commerce July 27, 1999); Notice of Amended Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value and Antidumping Duty Order; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From Germany, 64 Fed. Reg. 40,557 (Dep't Commerce July 27, 1999); Notice of Amended Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value and Antidumping Duty Order; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From Mexico, 64 Fed. Reg. 40,560 (Dep't Commerce July 27, 1999); Notice of Amended Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value and Antidumping Duty Order; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From France, 64 Fed. Reg. 40,562 (Dep't Commerce July 27, 1999); Notice of Amended Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value and Antidumping Duty Order; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From Japan, 64 Fed. Reg. 40,565 (Dep't Commerce July 27, 1999); and Notice of Amended Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value and Antidumping Duty Order; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From Italy, 64 Fed. Reg. 40,567 (Dep't Commerce July 27, 1999).

5 See Amended Final Determination; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From the Republic of Korea; and Notice of Countervailing Duty Orders; Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From France, Italy, and the Republic of Korea, 64 Fed. Reg. 42,923 (Dep't Commerce Aug. 6, 1999).

Kingdom. As a result, the Commerce Department revoked the antidumping duty orders with respect to those countries on August 4, 2005. During the second five-year reviews, the Commission made a negative determination with respect to Germany, Italy, and Mexico. As a result, the Commerce Department revoked the antidumping duty orders with respect to those countries on August 10, 2011.

Other than the actions described in Exhibit GEN-2, Petitioners have not filed, are not presently filing, and have not otherwise initiated proceedings for import relief with respect to the merchandise that is the subject of this petition.

D. Description of the Merchandise and Requested Scope of Investigation

1. Requested Scope of Investigation

The following language describes the imported merchandise that Petitioners intend to cover in these investigations:

The merchandise covered by this investigation is stainless steel sheet and strip, whether in coils or straight lengths. Stainless steel is an alloy steel containing, by weight, 1.2 percent or less of carbon and 10.5 percent or more of chromium, with or without other elements. The subject sheet and strip is a flat-rolled product – either in coils or straight lengths – with a width that is greater than 9.5 mm and with a thickness of 0.3048 mm and greater but less than 4.75 mm, and that is annealed or otherwise heat treated and

---

7 See Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip from France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Taiwan and the United Kingdom, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-380-382 and 731-TA-797-804 (Review), USITC Pub. 3788 (July 2005).

8 See Certain Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From France and the United Kingdom; Final Results of Sunset Reviews and Revocation of Antidumping Duty, 70 Fed. Reg. 44,894 (Dep't Commerce Aug. 4, 2005).

9 See Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip from Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, and Taiwan, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-382 and 731-TA-798-803 (Second Review), USITC Pub. 4244 (July 2011).

10 See Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip in Coils From Germany, Italy, and Mexico; Revocation of Antidumping Duty Orders, 76 Fed. Reg. 49,450 (Dep't Commerce Aug. 10, 2011).
pickled or otherwise descaled. The subject sheet and strip may also be further processed (e.g., cold-rolled, polished, aluminized, coated, etc.) provided that it maintains the specific dimensions of sheet and strip following such processing. Excluded from the scope of this investigation are the following: (1) sheet and strip that is not annealed or otherwise heat treated, not pickled or otherwise descaled, and not cold-rolled; (2) plate (i.e., flat-rolled stainless steel products of a thickness of 4.75 mm or more); and (3) flat wire (i.e., cold-rolled sections, with a prepared edge, rectangular in shape, of a width of not more than 9.5 mm).

The products under investigation are currently classifiable under Harmonized Tariff Schedule subheadings 7219.13.0031, 7219.13.0051, 7219.13.0071, 7219.13.0081, 7219.14.0030, 7219.14.0065, 7219.24.0003, 7219.24.0060, 7219.32.0025, 7219.32.0035, 7219.32.0036, 7219.32.0038, 7219.32.0042, 7219.32.0044, 7219.32.0045, 7219.32.0060, 7219.33.0005, 7219.33.0020, 7219.33.0025, 7219.33.0035, 7219.33.0036, 7219.33.0045, 7219.33.0044, 7219.34.0003, 7219.34.0030, 7219.34.0035, 7219.35.0005, 7219.90.0010, 7219.90.0015, 7219.90.0060, 7219.90.0080, and 7220.12.1000. Although the HTSUS subheadings are provided for convenience and customs purposes, the written description of the scope of this proceeding is dispositive.

2. Technical Characteristics, Production Process, and Uses

The basic characteristics, production process, and uses of SSSS were addressed comprehensively by the Commission in its most recent (second) sunset review. See Second Sunset Review – SSSS in Coils, USITC Pub. 4244 at I-24-I-32. The relevant pages of that publication are attached as Exhibit GEN-3.
3. **U.S. Tariff Classification**

SSSS is currently classifiable in the following HTSUS subheadings: 7219.13.0031, 7219.13.0051, 7219.13.0071, 7219.14.0030, 7219.14.0065, 7219.14.0090, 7219.23.0030, 7219.23.0060, 7219.24.0060, 7219.32.0005, 7219.32.0020, 7219.32.0025, 7219.32.0035, 7219.32.0036, 7219.32.0038, 7219.32.0042, 7219.32.0044, 7219.32.0045, 7219.32.0060, 7219.33.0005, 7219.33.0020, 7219.33.0025, 7219.33.0035, 7219.33.0036, 7219.33.0038, 7219.33.0042, 7219.33.0044, 7219.33.0045, 7219.33.0070, 7219.34.0005, 7219.34.0020, 7219.34.0025, 7219.34.0030, 7219.34.0035, 7219.35.0005, 7219.35.0015, 7219.35.0030, 7219.35.0035, 7219.35.0050, 7219.90.0010, 7219.90.0020, 7219.90.0025, 7219.90.0060, 7219.90.0080, 7220.12.1000, 7220.12.5000, 7220.20.1010, 7220.20.1015, 7220.20.1060, 7220.20.1080, 7220.20.6005, 7220.20.6010, 7220.20.6015, 7220.20.6060, 7220.20.6080, 7220.20.7005, 7220.20.7010, 7220.20.7015, 7220.20.7060, 7220.20.7080, 7220.20.8000, 7220.20.9030, 7220.20.9060, 7220.90.0010, 7220.90.0015, 7220.90.0060, and 7220.90.0080. See Exhibit GEN-4.

E. **Country of Exportation**

The SSSS that is the subject of this petition is produced in and exported from China. Petitioners have no knowledge that the subject merchandise is currently being transshipped through any third country to the United States.

F. **Producers and Exporters of the Subject Merchandise**

Pursuant to the Department's regulations, 19 C.F.R. § 351.202(b)(7)(i)(A), a list of known producers and exporters of SSSS from China is included in Exhibit GEN-5.
G. **Volume and Value of Imports**

The volume and value of U.S. imports of SSSS from China for calendar years 2013, 2014, and 2015 are presented at Exhibit GEN-6, as required by the Department’s regulations. See 19 C.F.R. § 351.202(b)(8).

H. **Names and Addresses of U.S. Importers**

Based on information reasonably available to Petitioners, a list of known and suspected importers of SSSS from China is included in Exhibit GEN-7, as required by the Department’s regulations. See 19 C.F.R. § 351.202(b)(9).

II. **INFORMATION RELATED TO SALES AT LESS THAN FAIR VALUE**

Information related to Petitioners’ allegation that SSSS from China is being sold in the United States at less than fair value is provided in Volume II of this petition.

III. **INFORMATION RELATED TO COUNTERVAILABLE SUBSIDIES**

Information related to countervailable subsidies provided by the Government of China with respect to the manufacture, production, and export of SSSS in China is provided in Volume III of this petition.

IV. **THE U.S. SSSS INDUSTRY HAS BEEN MATERIALLY INJURED BY REASON OF UNFAIRLY TRADED IMPORTS OF SSSS FROM CHINA**

A. **The Domestic Like Product Is Co-Extensive With the Scope of the Petition and Consists of Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip**

The domestic like product in this case mirrors the scope of the petition and consists of stainless steel sheet and strip. This domestic like product definition is consistent with the statute and is generally consistent with the like product definition the Commission adopted in the 1999
investigations. All SSSS has similar physical characteristics and follows industry specifications for sheet and strip chemistry, thickness, and width, as detailed by the American Society for Testing and Materials ("ASTM"), ASM International ("ASM"), and the American Iron and Steel Institute ("AISI"). SSSS is used in consumer and industrial applications where the corrosion resistance, heat resistance, or design characteristics of stainless steel are required. SSSS conforms to the identified industry specifications and, as such, is interchangeable regardless of source. The majority of SSSS is sold in the same channel of distribution, direct to end users. In terms of production processes, equipment, and employees, SSSS is produced using the same basic manufacturing process, as described in Exhibit GEN-3, as well as on the same equipment and by the same employees. Producers and customers perceive SSSS to be the same product and do not perceive other products to be substitutable for SSSS. With respect to price, SSSS is sold within a reasonable range of similar prices. Accordingly, the domestic like product in these investigations should be defined as SSSS, co-extensive with the scope of this case.

B. The Domestic Industry Consists of All U.S. Producers of SSSS

Section 771(4)(A) of the Act defines the relevant industry as the “producers as a whole of a domestic like product, or those producers whose collective output of a domestic like product constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production of the product.” 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A). Based on this definition, the domestic industry consists of all U.S. producers of SSSS. These producers are the four petitioning companies, as well as the four other domestic producers identified in section I.B.1, supra.

---

11 See Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip from France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Taiwan and the United Kingdom, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-380-382 and 731-TA-797-804 (Final), USITC Pub. 3208 at 4-8 (July 1999).
C. **Subject Imports Surpass the Statutory Negligibility Threshold**

Pursuant to section 771(24) of the statute, imports from any single country that account for less than three percent of the total import volume for subject merchandise in the most recent 12-month period for which data are available that precedes the filing of the petition are considered negligible. See 19 U.S.C. § 1677(24)(A)(i). As indicated in Table 2, U.S. import volumes for SSSS from China for the most recent 12-month period for which import statistics are available (January 2015 through December 2015) indicate that imports of SSSS from China significantly exceed the statutory negligibility threshold. Specifically, for the 12-month period examined, imports from China accounted for 31.8 percent of total imports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>U.S. Imports of Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip</th>
<th>January 2015 – December 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Volume (in short tons)</td>
<td>Percent of Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>147,183</td>
<td>31.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All others</td>
<td>316,108</td>
<td>68.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>463,291</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accordingly, imports of SSSS from China are not negligible with the meaning of 19 U.S.C. § 1677(24)(A)(i).

D. **SSSS Imports from China Are Causing Material Injury to the Domestic Industry**

In determining whether the domestic industry has been injured by reason of the imports under investigation, the statute directs the Commission to consider:

1. the volume of imports of the subject merchandise;
(2) the effect of imports of that merchandise on prices in the United States for the
domestic like product; and

(3) the impact of imports of such merchandise on domestic producers in the context
of production operations within the United States.

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B). Information reasonably available to Petitioners indicates that increasing
volumes of dumped and subsidized imports from China have been, and continue to be, a cause of
material injury to the domestic SSSS industry.

1. The Volume of SSSS Imports from China Is Significant and Increasing

The volume of unfairly priced SSSS imports from China is significant in absolute volume
and has increased rapidly during the past three years. The absolute volume of imports from
China is significant, with China the largest source of SSSS imports into the U.S. market. See
Exhibit GEN-8. In 2015, imports from China accounted for nearly one-third of total U.S.
imports. Id. Imports of SSSS from China have also surged into the U.S. market during the
period of investigation ("POI"). Imports from China increased significantly from 63,133 tons in
2013 to 147,183 tons in 2015, representing an increase of 133.1 percent in absolute terms from
2013-15. Id. The increase in imports from China accounted for 81.2 percent of the total
increase in imports during the POI and grew faster than U.S. demand. Id. As a result, imports
from China as a share of the U.S. market increased from [ ] percent in 2013 to [ ] percent
in 2015. Id.

2. Unfairly Traded SSSS Imports from China Have Had Significant
   Negative Price Effects on the Domestic Industry

In its 1999 investigations of SSSS from multiple countries, the Commission found that
price was "one of the most important factors in purchasing decisions," and that the domestic like
product and subject imports are "generally substitutable." USITC Pub. 3208 at 15 (appended in Exhibit GEN-9). Similarly, the Commission found in the first and second sunset reviews of the antidumping and countervailing duty orders on SSSS that “SSSS from different sources is at least moderately substitutable and price continues to be one of the most important considerations in purchasing decisions”\textsuperscript{12} and that "there is a moderate to high degree of interchangeability between subject imports from each of these sources and the domestic like product, and that price is an important factor in the U.S. SSSS market,"\textsuperscript{13} respectively. Id. SSSS remains a price-sensitive product. The low-priced, dumped and subsidized subject imports from China have had significant negative price effects on the domestic SSSS industry. Price underselling by unfairly-traded imports of SSSS from China has significantly depressed the prices at which domestic producers have sold SSSS during the POI.

a. **Subject Imports Have Undersold Domestically-Produced SSSS by Substantial Margins, Causing the Domestic Industry Lost Sales, Lost Revenue, and Price Depression**

Evidence reasonably available to Petitioners indicates that the surge in SSSS imports from China coincided with significant underselling by the subject imports. As reflected in U.S. producers’ average unit values ("AUVs"), U.S. SSSS prices declined significantly over the POI due to widespread and significant underselling of U.S. producers’ prices. See Exhibit GEN-10.

To obtain direct price comparisons between U.S. producers’ shipments and subject import shipments, Petitioners compared the domestic CR304 spot prices (published by Source) with import AUVs of the comparable HTS subheading 7219.33.0038 (which covers flat-rolled products of stainless steel, of a width of 600 mm or more, not further worked than cold-rolled, of

\textsuperscript{12} USITC Pub. 3788 at 31 (appended in Exhibit GEN-9).

\textsuperscript{13} USITC Pub. 4244 at 30 (appended in Exhibit GEN-9).
a thickness exceeding 1 mm but less than 3 mm, in coils, containing more than 0.5 percent by weight of nickel). The price comparisons establish that subject imports consistently and dramatically undersold the domestic like product and, as a result, [ ] their share of the U.S. market. See Exhibits GEN-8 and GEN-11. The data allow for eight quarterly comparisons between AUVs for the subject imports and domestic like product. In all comparisons, the import AUVs for the pricing product were below the domestic spot price for CR304 reported in [ ] with underselling margins ranging from [ ] to [25] percent. See Exhibit GEN-11.

The underselling and declining prices of imports from China resulted in the depression of U.S. producer prices during the 2013-2015 period. See Exhibits GEN-11 and GEN-12. As U.S. producers were forced to reduce their prices to compete with low-priced subject imports, domestic producers’ prices fell over the period. Notably, the AUVs of domestic producers’ commercial shipments declined from [ ] per ton in 2014 to [ ] per ton in 2015, a decrease of [18.8] percent. See Exhibit GEN-12. The substantial price declines occurred as imports from China surged into the U.S. market and overwhelmingly undersold the domestic producers’ prices. As discussed below, the price depression exerted by the subject imports on domestic producers’ prices has, in turn, led to a deterioration of U.S. producers’ profitability levels.

b. Identification of SSSS Products for Which Petitioners Request Collection of Price Data

Pursuant to Section 207.11(b)(2)(iv) of the Commission’s regulations, 19 C.F.R. § 207.11(b)(2)(iv), Petitioners recommend that the Commission collect pricing data on the following SSSS products:
Product 1.--AISI Grade 304, 0.075 inch nominal thickness (0.068-0.082 inch actual), width 48-60 inches, in coils, 2B finish.

Product 2.--AISI Grade 304, 0.029 inch nominal thickness (0.0291-0.032 inch actual), width 48-60 inches, in coils, 2B finish.

Product 3.--AISI Grade 304, 0.036 inch nominal thickness (0.032-0.040 inch actual), width 48-60 inches, in coils, 2B finish.

Product 4.--AISI Grade 316L, 0.060 inch nominal thickness (0.054-0.066 inch actual), width 48-60 inches, in coils, 2B finish.

These price descriptors account for a significant percentage of sales of SSSS made in the United States during the past three years and, accordingly, are the appropriate products for the Commission’s analysis and comparison of U.S. producer and import prices.

3. Unfairly Traded SSSS Imports from China Have Had A Significant Negative Impact on the Domestic SSSS Industry

In assessing whether the domestic industry is materially injured by reason of unfairly traded imports, the Commission considers relevant statutory factors reflecting the state of the domestic industry. See 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(c)(iii). The domestic SSSS industry has suffered material injury by reason of subject imports, as manifested in the market share lost to the unfairly traded imports, suppressed and depressed U.S. prices, and resultant weakness and deterioration of key U.S. industry trade and financial indicators. The significant volume of subject imports that has undersold domestically-produced SSSS has caused reductions in U.S. production and shipments. The reduction in domestic sales volume, as well as depression of U.S. prices by imports, has resulted in lost sales, decreased employment, and financial deterioration. These data, described in more detail below, provide evidence of a causal link between rising imports of dumped and subsidized SSSS from China and the material injury being suffered by the U.S. industry producing SSSS.
a. **Decreasing U.S. Shipment and Production Trends and Low Capacity Utilization Rates for SSSS Demonstrate the Material Injury Caused by Subject Imports**

The substantial increase in subject imports' share of the SSSS market has resulted in the domestic industry's loss of market share, loss of sales volume, and substantial production declines. Domestic production and shipments both decreased during the 2013-15 period.\(^{14}\) **See Exhibit GEN-12.** The displacement of U.S. producer sales by unfairly traded subject imports led to reductions in capacity utilization in the domestic industry. By 2015, the U.S. industry was utilizing only [60 \(\%\)] percent of its capacity. **Id.** Petitioners have ample capacity to produce SSSS to supply customers' requirements, but have been unable to supply more SSSS to the market due to the loss of sales and market share to the high volume of lower-priced, dumped and subsidized subject imports.

In addition, the loss of U.S. market share over the past three years has had a negative effect on domestic industry employment. Specifically, Petitioners' employment of production and related workers ("PRWs") declined from [\(\_\_\_\_\_\_\)] workers in 2013 to [3,000 \(\_\_\_\_\_\_\)] workers in 2015. **Id.** The growth in volume and unfair pricing of subject imports are directly affecting the livelihood of workers in the United States.

b. **Petitioners' Low and Declining Operating Income Demonstrates the Injurious Impact of the Substantial Volumes of Low-Priced Imports from China**

The financial performance of the domestic SSSS industry also deteriorated as a result of unfairly traded imports from China. The domestic industry's net sales value declined significantly over the past three years, falling from [\(\_\_\_\_\_\_\)] in 2013 to [\(\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\)] in 2015.

---

\(^{14}\) The data in **Exhibit GEN-12** represent actual performance information reported by the Petitioners during the past three years.
2015, a decrease of [2] percent. See Exhibit GEN-12. This decline reflects both the decline in net sales quantity and the price depression experienced by the domestic industry. Id. The significant decline in the U.S. producers’ unit net sales from [ ] per ton in 2014 to [2000] per ton in 2015 is evidence of such price depression. Id.

The increasing volumes of low-priced imports that continually undercut U.S. producers’ prices resulted in declining operating profits for the U.S. industry. Id. The domestic producers' operating profits declined from [ ] percent in 2014 to [ ] percent in 2015. Id. The financial deterioration of the domestic SSSS industry is directly related to declining sales and revenue resulting from increased volumes of unfairly priced imports.

c. Petitioners Have Lost Sales and Revenues to Unfair SSSS Imports from China

The existence of a causal link between the rising volume and market share of imports of SSSS from China and U.S. producers’ declining profits and market share is corroborated by the lost sales and lost revenue information collected and attached as Exhibit GEN-10. This exhibit identifies instances in which Petitioners lost sales to unfairly traded SSSS imports from China, as well as transactions in which Petitioners lost revenues due to being forced to lower their prices in response to competing bids from unfairly traded SSSS imports from China. Id. This evidence of lost sales and revenues ties the financial performance of the domestic industry to the injurious price and volume impact of dumped and subsidized subject imports.

4. Conclusion

All of the indicators of material injury are present in this case. The volume of subject imports was significant both absolutely and relatively, and increased dramatically over the POI. Imports from China surged from 2013 to 2015, and reached their highest levels of market
penetration in 2015. The subject imports systematically undersold the domestic product, causing domestic prices to fall. The domestic industry [trends in shipments and financial performance] in 2015. Subject imports also adversely affected production, capacity utilization, and employment during the POI.

E. **Subject Imports Threaten Domestic Producers with Additional Material Injury**

In determining whether subject imports threaten a domestic industry with material injury, the Commission must consider a number of factors, including:

- A significant rate of increase of the volume or market penetration of imports of the subject merchandise;
- Price effects of the subject imports;
- The nature of any countervailable subsidies; and
- Existing unused production capacity or potential increases in production capacity in the exporting country. 15

In this case, all of these factors support an affirmative threat determination. The Commission should find that the domestic industry is vulnerable, and that the subject imports threaten the domestic SSSS industry with further material injury.

1. **The Domestic SSSS Industry Is Vulnerable to Material Injury from the Subject Imports**

The starting point for the Commission’s assessment of threat is the question of whether the domestic industry is vulnerable to material injury by reason of the subject imports. 16 To

---


assess vulnerability, the Commission will consider the various indicators of performance for the industry. The Commission gives particular weight to the industry’s performance at the end of the POI.\(^{17}\)

The domestic SSSS industry is extremely vulnerable to further material injury by reason of the subject imports. As explained above, U.S. producers [trends in financial performance and market share] Accordingly, the Commission should determine that the domestic SSSS industry is vulnerable to material injury by reason of the subject imports.

2. **The Subject Imports Have Exhibited Rapid Volume Increases**

The Act provides that “a significant rate of increase of the volume or market penetration of imports of the subject merchandise” shall be considered in determining whether the domestic industry is threatened with material injury from the subject imports.\(^{18}\) In this case, there have been dramatic increases in both the volume and market penetration of subject imports over the POI.

As discussed above, the volume of subject imports increased by 133.1 percent between 2013 and 2015. See Exhibit GEN-6. Moreover, subject imports have increased faster than the increase in demand for SSSS, an indicator of threat.\(^{19}\) Subject import volume in 2015 was 133.1 percent higher than in 2013, while apparent domestic consumption in the same period for 2015 was [ ] percent higher. See Exhibit GEN-8. This substantial increase in subject imports in the face of relatively stable demand is evidence of a threat of material injury.

\(^{17}\) Seamless Refined Copper and Tube from China and Mexico, USITC Pub. 4193 at 34.


\(^{19}\) Chlorinated Isocyanurates from China and Japan, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-501 and 731-TA-1226 (Final), USITC Pub. 4494 (Nov. 2014) at 35.
3. **The Subject Imports Have Had Demonstrable Adverse Price Effects That Are Likely to Continue**

The Act provides that, in determining whether the domestic industry is threatened with material injury, the Commission shall consider “whether imports of the subject merchandise are entering at prices that are likely to have a significant depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices, and are likely to increase demand for further imports.” The discussion above demonstrates that subject imports have had such effects. In particular, the rise in subject imports - that accelerated in 2015 - led to a sharp decline in prices for the domestic product at the end of 2014 through 2015. Given continuing high volumes of subject imports, at prices substantially underselling the domestic like product, it is likely that the decline in domestic prices will continue. Thus, this statutory factor also shows that the domestic industry is threatened with additional material injury from subject imports.

4. **The Chinese Government Encourages Exportation of Subject Merchandise Through Countervailable Subsidies**

As part of its threat analysis, the Commission must consider “if a countervailable subsidy is involved” and, in particular, “whether the countervailable subsidy is a subsidy described in Article 3 or 6.1” of the WTO Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures. Article 3 of the WTO Subsidies Agreement describes subsidies that are prohibited because they are contingent on export performance or on the use of domestic over imported goods. As demonstrated in Volume III of this petition, subject producers in China have received

---

countervailable subsidies, including export subsidies and import substitution subsidies. Among the more significant of these are:

- Export loans provided to SSSS producers at preferential rates by government authorities where receipt of the financing is contingent on exporting;
- Export assistance grants provided to SSSS producers to assist in the development of export markets or to recognize export performance; and
- Preferential income tax treatment for SSSS producers that upgrade their manufacturing operations with domestically-manufactured equipment.

a. **Subject Producers Have Significant New and Unused Capacity, Indicating the Likelihood of Substantially Increased Imports**

The Act provides that in making a threat determination, the Commission shall consider “any existing unused production capacity or imminent, substantial increase in production capacity in the exporting country indicating the likelihood of substantially increased imports.”

The Commission will also consider whether other export markets are available to the subject producers that could absorb excess production. In this case, the availability of capacity for increased exports to the United States weighs heavily in favor of a threat determination.

According to [source], China currently has production capacity to produce SSSS of approximately 17 million short tons ([ ] metric tons). See Exhibit GEN-13. Moreover, SSSS producers in China are producing at levels well below their capacity. Table 3 shows the estimated production capacity of SSSS producers in China in 2015, along with

---

25 See Chlorinated Isocyanurates from China and Japan, USITC Pub. 4494 at 36; Polyethylene Retail Carrier Bags from Indonesia, Taiwan, and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-462 and 731-TA-1156-1158 (Final), USITC Pub. 4144 at 25-26 (Apr. 2010).
26 Capacity and production data that were originally reported in metric tons were converted to short tons.
their estimated production, amount of unused capacity, and excess capacity as a percentage of total capacity.

### TABLE 3
PRODUCTION CAPACITY, PRODUCTION, AND EXCESS CAPACITY, 2014
(In short tons)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Excess Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>[        ]</td>
<td>[          ]</td>
<td>*[1,300,000]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* [ ]

Source: [ ] appended at Exhibit GEN-13.

As Table 4 shows, China's excess capacity in 2015 was *[1,300,000] short tons. Total exports to the United States in 2014 were 152,735 tons, or about [ ] percent of total capacity. Id. Thus, Chinese producers have the ability to increase exports of SSSS to the United States significantly without encountering any capacity constraints.

**b. Summary**

The domestic SSSS steel industry is currently experiencing material injury as a result of unfair imports from China. As difficult as the current situation may be, if recent trends persist, the domestic industry is threatened with an even bleaker future. Chinese producers have demonstrated their ability to increase rapidly exports to the United States of extremely low-priced SSSS that undersells domestic producers by substantial margins. In light of the recent trends in pricing and volume of unfair imports, producers and exporters in China are likely to continue their low-priced, high volume assault on the U.S. market, absent the restraining effects of antidumping and countervailing duty orders.
V. CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated in these petitions, Petitioners request that the Commerce Department and the International Trade Commission initiate antidumping and countervailing duty investigations of SSSS from China.
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EXHIBIT GEN-5
Chinese Producers of Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip

Ahonest Changjiang Stainless Co., Ltd.
Room 801-834, No. 10 Building, Asia Pacific Center, 299 Fangcheng Road
Wuxi, Jiangsu, China 214111
Tel: 86-510-83633959
Fax: 86-510-8363956
Web: www.ahoneststeel.com

Angang Hanyang Stainless Steel Corp. (LISCO)
No 2. Hanguang Street, East Section
Guangzhou Development District
Guangzhou, China
Tel: 86-20-28208088
Fax: 86-20-28208188
Email: hy@hanco.com.cn
Web: www.hanco.com.cn

Angang Lianzhong Stainless Steel Corporation (LISCO)
No 1 Lianguang Road, East Section
Economy and Technology Development Zone
Guangzhou, China
Web: www.lisco.com.cn

Anping Yuanjing Metal Products Co., Ltd.
Hongqi Street
Anping County
Hebei Province, China
Tel: 86-318-7812333
Fax: 86-318-7813777
E-mail: sales@world-wiremesh.com
Web: www.world-wiremesh.com

Apex Industries Corporation
No. 798 Zhao Jia Bang Road
Sun International Business Plaza
Shanghai, China 200030
Tel: 86-21-6473-5488
Fax: 86-21-6473-7041
Web: www.apexchina.com
Baofeng Xianglong Stainless Steel (Baofeng Steel Group Co.)
No. 217 Ruiyang Road, Xiping Industrial Zone, Songyang County, Lishui City, Zhejiang Province, China
Tel: +86-578-8016589 / 86-578-8017227 (Miss. Suzy)
   +86-578-8016159 (Miss. Susan)
   +86-578-8017226 (Mr. Alecks)
Fax: +86-578-8903777 ; +86-578-8017518
E-mail: salesdepart@china-baogang.com
Web: http://www.china-baogang.com/en/

Baojing Steel Ltd.
No. 3000 Longdong Avenue
Pudong District
Shanghai, China
Tel: 86-21-50723770
Fax: 86-21-50723823
Web: www.baojingsteel.com

Baosteel Stainless Steel Co., Ltd.
Baosteel Tower, Pu Dian Road 370, Pudong New District, Shanghai, 200122, P.R. China
TEL: 86 21 20658888 / 58350000 / 58358888
FAX: 86 21 68404832
Email: customer@baosteel.com / baobuy@baosteel.com
Web: www.baosteel.com

Baosteel Desheng Stainless Steel Co., Ltd.
Jingang Industrial Zone, Luoyuan Bay
Luoyuan County, Fujian Province
Tel: 86-591-625-86-128
Fax: 86-591-625-86-755
Contact: Mr. Chen De Hua, Vice General Manager
E-mail: h13705075436@163.com
Web: www.baosteel-desheng.com

Baotou Huaye Stainless Steel
Inner Mongolia Huaye Special Steel Co Ltd
Xiheleng North Kun District Baotou, 014010 China
Tel: 86-472-2178-522
Fax: 86-472-2178-588

Beihai Chengde Ferronickel Stainless Steel
The Crossroad of Road No. 4 and Road No. 7, Tieshangang Industrial Park
Tel (Fax): 0779-8526807
E-mail: chengdegroupany@126.com
Web: http://www.chengdegroupany.com/english/?index
Beijing Dayang Metal Industry Co.
N0. 51 Shunhe Road
Beijing Linhe Industrial Development Area, Shunyi
Beijing, China 101300
Contact: Li Jianjin, Manager
Tel: 86-10-89492929
Web: www.bjidayang.cn

Beijing Hengsheng Tongda Stainless Steel
Beiliu Industrial Area
Beijing, China
Tel: 86-13552202914
Fax: 0086-10-69597616
Web: www.gmdu.net/corp-903593.html

Beijing Jingnanfang Decoration Engineering Co., Ltd.
No. 101 Dayangfang Road,
Chaoyang District
Beijing, China
Contact: Ms. Jiao
Tel: 86-10-87667556
Fax: 86-10-87667099
Web: jnf.company.weiku.com

Benxi Iron and Steel
16 Renmin Rd, Pingshan, Benxi, Liaoning, China, 117000
Tel: 86-414-7828360
Web: http://www.bxsteel.com/English/HomePage.html

Chain Chon Metal (Kunshan)
No. 1699, Gangpu East Road,
Zhangpu Town, Kunshan City
Jiangsu Province, China 200086
Tel: 86-512-57452345
Web: www.chainchon.com.cn

Chain Chon Metal (Foshan)
No. 3 Xinda Road, Dalang
Wusha Sundequ Foshanshi
Guangdong, China
Tel: 86-757-22803668
Fax: 86-757-22803678
Web: www.chainchon.com.cn
Changhai Stainless Steel  
Zhenxing Middle Rd, Dangtu, Ma'anshan, Anhui, China

Changzhou General Import and Export  
8 Building, Xingshenjiayuan  
Changzhou, China 213000  
Tel: 86-0519-86879655  
Fax: 86-0519-86474295  
Web: www.czgeneral.com

Changzhou Taiye Sensing Technology Co., Ltd.  
No. 128 Mingxin West Road Wujin District, Changzhou City Jiangsu, China 213164

Compart Precision Co.  
Shenzhen Baoan District 71, 61 Liuxian Road 2 Shenzhen, China  
Tel: 86-755-3368-0688  
Fax: 86-755-2786-4498  
Web: www.compartgroup.com

Dalian Yirui Import and Export Agent Co., Ltd.  
Jinzhou Guangming Street 23-1192, Dalian, China  
Tel: 0086-27-87564803

Daming International Import and Export Co., Ltd.  
No. 1518 Tongjiang Road  
Wuxi City  
Jiangsu Province, Wuxi, China 214000  
Tel: 86-13511689940  
Fax: 86-511-86563063

Dingxin Technology (Tsingshan Fuan)  
No contact information available

Dongbei Special Steel Group Co., Ltd  
No.18 South Hebin Road, Dengshahe Coastal Industrial Zone, Jinzhou New District, Dalian, Liaoning, China  
Tel: +86-411-62693333  
Fax: +86-411-86782986  
Web: http://www.dtsteel.com
Double Stone Steel
230 Dayong Road, Dashi Town
Panyu District
Guangzhou, China 511430
Web: www.doublestonesteel.com

Etc (China) International Trading Co., Ltd.
Room 1204, Everbright Convention Exhibition Center No. 80 Caobao Road,
Shanghai, China
Tel: 86-21-64827366
Fax: 86-21-64827369
Web: www.etcochina.com

FHY Corporation
503 Room Fortune Plaza, 65 Huancheng,
Zhejiang, China

Foshan Foreign Economic Enterprise
2nd Floor, No. 45 Xinfeng Road,
Chancheng
Foshan, China 528000
Tel: 86-757-82385228
Fax: 86-757-83368797
Web: www.good-east.com

Foshan Hermes Steel Co., Ltd.
Building 9-1, Sanying Keli Industrial Zone
Shunde District
Foshan, Guangdong, China
Tel: 86-757-63999950
Fax: 86-757-63999901
Web: www.hermessteel.net

Foshan Jinfeinan Stainless Steel Co.
No. 2B7 Jinchang International Metal Trading Center
Foshan, China

Foshan Topson Stainless Steel Co.
B5, No. 1, Xingye 14th Road, Guanglong Industrial Zone
Chencun Town, Shunde
Foshan, China
Tel: 86-757-83879985
Contact: Ms. Rita Mok
Web: foshantopsonstainless.en.ecplaza.net
Fugang Group  
Twin Tower, Taoxi Road  
Huzhou, Zhejiang Province  
Tel: 86-572-3511716  
Fax: 86-572-3511715  
Contact: Mr. Chen Feng, Manager Huzhou Fugang Imp & Exp  
Email: chenfeng@fusteels.com  
Website: www.fugangjinshu.com; www.fusteels.com; www.fkbxg.com

Fujian Fuxin Special Steel Co., Ltd.  
No. 1 Longchi Boulevard, Longchi Industrial Area  
Zhangzhou Taiwanese Investment Zone  
Zhangzhou, Fujian Province  
Tel: 86-596-6057000  
Fax: 86-596-6863731  
Contact: Mr. Johnson Huang, Assistant Manager  
Email: chongcheng.huang@gmail.com  
Website: www.fjfss.com.cn

Fujian Hongwan  
No contact information available

Fujian Kaixi Stainless Steel  
22F Everbright Banking Mansion 81 Hubin South Road Xiamen, 361004 China  
Tel: 86-592-2297-662  
Fax: 86-592-2297-663  
Web: http://www.yongda-group.com

Fujian Wuhang STS Products Co., Ltd.  
No. 110 Gongshang Road, Yingqian Town  
Changle County, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province  
Tel: 86-591-28272770  
Fax: 86-591-28997938  
Contact: Mr. Chen Xiu Qi, VP Operations  
Email: chenxq@fjwg.com.cn  
Website: www.fjwg.com.cn; www.fjwugang.com

Fujian Yongjin  
No contact information available

Gangzhan Steel Developing Co., Ltd.  
12-15, 1/F, 10th Building, Lanshi International Metal Trading Center,  
Lanshi, Foshan City,  
Guangdong, China  
Email: gzsteell@163.com  
Web: www.fsgzsteel.com
Globe Express Services Co., Ltd.
Room 901-902, No. 1361, North Sichuan Road,
Hongkou Area
Shanghai, China 200080
Tel: 86-21-63366777
Fax: 86-21-63368777
E-mail: shanghai@globeexpress.com

Golden Fund International Trading Co.
Room 305, 3/F, Wing Tuck Commercial Centre, 177-183 Wing Lok Street
Hong Kong, China

Guangdong Forward Metal Supply Chain Co., Ltd.
Room 805-807, No. 5 Jihua Road,
Chancheng District, Foshan City
Guangdong, China 528041
Contact: Mr. Harvey He, International Trade Specialist

Guangdong Guangxin Suntec Metal Holdings Co., Ltd.
13-B Floor East Tower, Poly World Trade Center
Guangzhou, China
Tel: 86-20-89203700
Fax: 86-20-89203799
Web: www.gxst.cn

Guangxi Wuzhou Jinhai Stainless Steel Co., Ltd
Eastem industry transposition park, part A of Changzhou Industry, Wuzhou City, Guangxi Province, China
Email: blaise@vip.qq.com
Web: http://www.wzjinhai.com/index-e.asp

Guangzhou Eversunny Trading Co., Ltd.
Room 1907, Huangchao Ge, Nantian Building
Zhujiang New City
Guangzhou, China 510000
Tel: 86-20-38250201
Fax: 86-20-38207425
Contact: Simon Pang, Marketing Manager
Web: health-health.diytrade.com
Guanxi Beihai Chengde Group
Industrial Park, Tieshan Port
Beihai, Guangxi Province
Tel: 86-779-8907788
Fax: 86-779-8527227
Contact: Mr. He Chao, President
Email: cdtdhechao@yahoo.com.cn
Website: www.chengdegroup.com

Guangxi Wuzhou Jinhai Stainless Steel Co.
Wuzhou Stainless Steel Industrial Zone
Wuzhou, Guangxi Province
Tel: 86-757-6337606
Fax: 86-757-63376063
Contact: Mr. Li Ning
Email: fshuifulang304@gmail.com
Website: www.wzjinhai.com

Haimen Senda Decoration Material Co.
23 Tongqi Road,
Tianbu Town
Haimen, China 226111
Tel: 86-513-2240316
Fax: 86-513-2246988
Web: www.hmsd.cn

Hanyang Stainless Steel Co. (LISCO)
No. 2 Hanguang Street, East Section,
Guangzhou Development District
Guangzhou, China
Tel: 86-20-32108888
Web: www.hanco.com.cn

Hebei Iron & Steel
40 Yuhua Road West Qiaoxi District Shijiazhuang, Hebei, 050000 China
Tel: 86-311-6677-0709
Website: www.hebgfgf.com

Henan Jinruida Stainless Steel
No contact information available
Henan Tianhong Metal (Subsidiary of Foshan Mellow Stainless Steel Company)
No. 9-15, 3/F, Building 10th, lanshi international metal trading center, Foshan, Guangdong, China
TEL: 86-757-83921087
FAX: 86-757-83317399
Email: marketing@mellowsteel.com
Website: http://www.mellowsteel.com/index.php?l=en

Henan Xinjinhui Stainless Steel Co., Ltd. (Jinhui Group)
Jinhui Road, Changge City
Xuchang Prefecture, Henan Province
Tel: 86-374-666-5978
Fax: 86-374-666-5978
Contact: Mr. Li Yang, Vice Director of Administration Office
Email: li-yang220@163.com
Website: www.qsijh.cc

Huadi Steel Group Co., Ltd.
Yongqiang High-Tech Industry Area
Wenzhou, Zhejiang Province
Tel: 86-577-86598888
Fax: 86-577-89623881
Contact: Mr. Bob Wang, Foreign Dept. Manager
Email: huadi@huadigroup.com
Website: www.huadigroup.com

Hunan Tianhong (Shuangfeng)
No contact information available

Ideal Products of Dongguan Ltd.
1 F, No. 7 Building, Longgang Industrial Park,
Dongguan, China 523330
Tel: 86-769-8655-3286
Fax: 86-769-8655-3287
Web: www.idealproducts.ca

Inner Mongolia Huaye Special Steel Co., Ltd.
Xihelengbei, Kundulun District
Baotou, Inner Mongolia Province
Tel: 86-472-2166618
Fax: 86-472-2166677
Contact: Ms. Yu Caixia, Office Manager
Email: hytg20042000@yahoo.com.cn
Irestal Shanghai Stainless Pipe (ISSP)
9855 Puwei Road
Fengxian
Shanghai, China
Tel: 021-61559399
Fax: 021-61294666
Web: www.i-ssp.com.cn

Jaway Metal Co., Ltd.
Block A, 14/F, Jinsui Tower,
Lujiazui Financial and Trade Zone
Shanghai, China
Tel: 86-21-36360933
Fax: 86-21-36361766
Email: sales@jawaysteel.com
Web: www.jawaysteel.com

Jiangdu Ao Jian Sports Apparatus Factory
20th Floor, 3 Building, No. 1926, Canghai Road,
Shangdong Business Centre, Jiangdong District
China
Tel: 86-02089118366
Fax: 86-02034005326
E-mail: aojian@aojiansports.cn
Web: www.aojiansports.com

Jiangsu Daming Metal Products Co., Ltd.
No. 1518 Tongjiang Road,
Wuxi City
Jiangsu Province, China
Tel: 0510-83853333
Fax: 0510-83856666
Web: www.wuxidm.cn

Jiangsu Jihongxin Stainless Steel Co., Ltd.
No, 289 Guangyi Road, Chong’An District, Columbus Square Building B, Room 527
Wuxi
Jiangsu, China
Tel: 0510-8314444

Jiaxing Winner Import and Export Co., Ltd.
No. 90, Zhenbei Road, Yuxin,
Nanhu District, Jiaxing
Zhejiang, China
Jiaxing Zhongda Import and Export Co., Ltd.
No. 88 Huyan Road
Baibu Town, Haiyan County
Zhejiang, China 314312
Tel: 86-573-86771222
Fax: 86-573-86779598
Web: www.globalsources.com/jxzhongda.com

Jieyang Baowei Stainless Steel Co., Ltd.
Yucheng Industrial Zone, Dongshan,
Jieyang
Guangdong, China 522031
Web: gdbaowei.en.alibaba.com

Jinhue Weide Precision Stainless
No contact information available

Jinyun Xinyongmao
Zhejiang Jinyun Industrial Zone inside No. 4 Building of Zengyi Science and Technology,
Zhejiang, China (Mainland)
Tel: 86-0578-3185638
Fax: 86-0578-3185639
Mobile: 86-13858985599
Web: http://xinyongmao.en.forbuyers.com/

Jiuquan Iron & Steel (JISCO)
No.12,Xiongguan East Road Jiayuguan, Gansu, 735100 China
Tel: +86-9376711752
Fax: + 86 93 7622 6872
Web: http://www.jiugang.com

Kuehne & Nagel, Ltd. (Ningbo)
Life Hub at Daning, Block 1, 10-16F Gong He Xin Road 1868
Shanghai City
Shanghai, China 200072
Tel: 86-21-26028000
Fax: 86-21-33870200
Web: www.kn-portal.com/locations/asia_pacific/

Lianzhong Stainless Steel Corp. (LISCO)
No. 1 Lianguang Road East Section,
Economy and Technology Development Zone
Guangzhou, China
Tel: 86-20-32108888
Fax: 86 20 3210 8866
Web: www.lisco.com.cn
Lu Qin (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.
Room 1505, 15/F., C C Wu Building,No. 302-308, Hennessy Road,WanChai,Hong Kong
Tel: 852 35287823, 35287348
Fax: 852 25110815
E-mail: admin@luqin.net
Web: http://www.luqin.net/index_en.asp

Maanshan Sungood Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd.
65 Building, Economic and Technological Development Zone,
Maanshan, China
Tel: 13695803670

Minmetals Steel Co., Ltd.
Tower A Minmetals Plaza, No.3 Chao Yangmen North
Avenue, Dongcheng District, Beijing, P.R. China, 100010
Tel: 86-10-60169000
Fax: 86-10-60167666
Website: http://www.minmetals.com
E-mail: support@minmetals.com.cn

Nanhi Tengshao Metal Manufacturing Co.
Dachong Industrial Zone, Lishui, Nanhai, Foshan, Guangdong, China 528244
Tel: 086-757-85610251
Fax: 0757-85612833
Email: info@tengshao.com
Web: http://www.tengshao.com

Nanjing Ganglian
No contact information available

NB (Ningbo) Rilson Export & Import Corp.
No. 188 West Chongshou Road, Chongshou Town,
Cixi City, Ningbo
Zhejiang, China

Ningbo Baoxian
No contact information available

Ningbo Baoxin Stainless Steel Co., Ltd
Ningbo Economic and Technological Development Zone, Xiapu, Ningbo, Zhejiang, China
15807
Tel: +86 574 86718888
Fax: +86 574 85907128
Web: http://www.baosteel.com/group_en/
Ningbo Bestco Import & Export Co., Ltd.
3F-5F No. 168 East of Changshou Road,
Ningbo, China
Tel: 28867788
Fax: 28867799

Ningbo Bingcheng Import & Export Co., Ltd.
20th Floor, 3 Building, No. 1926, Canghai Road,
Shangdong Business Centre, Jiangdong District
Tel: +86-57487819297

Ningbo Chinaworld Grand Import & Export Co., Ltd.
11A1, 455#, Zhongshan East Road, Ningbo, Zhejiang, China 315040
Tel: 86-574-87753066
Fax Number: 86-574-87754066-806
Email: admin@cwgrand.com
http://www.cwgrand.com

Ningbo Dawon Resources Co., Ltd.
No. 11, 13 North Jiefang Road, Ningbo, China

Ningbo Economic and Technological Development Zone (Beilun Xiapu)
China 315807
Tel: 5074-86718888
Fax: 0574-86718131

Ningbo Hog Slat Trading Co., Ltd.
No. 5 Tianmushan Road,
Beilun, Ningbo
Zhejiang Province, China 315800
Tel: 86-0574-55841816
Fax: 86-0574-5584

Ningbo New Hailong Import & Export Co.
16S Chihong Road 12B-F,
Caihong
Ningbo, China
Tel: 0086-574-87332011
Fax: 0086-574-87715158

Ningbo Polaris Metal Products Co.
Room 1101 Office Building, World Trade Center No. 161, Tao Yuan Middle Road,
Ninghai, China 315600
Tel: 86-574-65333839
Fax: 0086-0574-65333888
Ningbo Portec Sealing Component  
No. 188 West Chongshou Road,  
Chongshou Town  
Cixi, China  

Ningbo Qiyi Precision Metals Co., Ltd.  
No. 182 Xin Men Road,  
Ningbo National Hi-Tech Industrial Development Zone,  
Zhejiang Province, China  
Tel: 86-574-87019522  
Fax: 86-574-88482008  
Web: http://www.qiyi-metal.com/  

Ningbo Seduno Import & Export Co., Ltd.  
281 Qiyun Road,  
Ningbo, 315000 China  
Phone: 86-574-8749-9403  
Fax: 86-574-8748-9204  
Web: www.seduno.com  

Ningbo Sunico International Ltd.  
13/F, Huahong Int’l Center No. 717 Zhongxing Road,  
Ningbo, China  

Ningbo Swoop Import & Export  
15A-2, 13F Huahong International Center, 717 Zhongxing Road, Ningbo 315040, China  
Tel: 0086-574-27718610 / 27718617  
Fax: 0086-574-27718619  
E-mail : admin@sunico.cn  
Website : www.sunico.com  

Ningbo Yaoyi International Trading Co., Ltd.  
Songjia Cao Village, Gaoqiao Town, Yinzhou Dist. Ningbo Zhejiang 315174 China  
Phone: 86-574-87167758  
Fax: 86-574-88050598  
Web: http://www.yaoyigroup.com  

Onetouch Business Service, Ltd.  
710-712 Shun Hing Square, Di Wang Commercial Centre 5002 Shennan Road East  
Shenzhen, 518008 China  
Phone: 86 755 22163680  
Fax: 86 755 25830475  
www.ydt35.com
Qianyuan Stainless Steel
Xidu Village, Dongdu Town Xintai, 271222 China
Tel: 86-5387861218
Fax: 86-5387861210

Qingdao-Pohang Stainless Steel (QPSS)
200 Kunlunshan North Road, Qingdao Economic & Technological Development Zone Qingdao City, Shandong Province, China 266510
Tel: 86 53 2683 7020
Fax: 86 53 2683 7011
Website: http://www.qpss.cn/

Qingdao Sincerely Steel
Room 2-902, No. 3 Building, No. 18 Yinchuan East Road
Qingdao, China
Tel: 86-532-88976568
Fax: 86-532-8091 5298
Cell: +86-153 1870 9601
E-mail: sales@sincerelysteel.com
http://www.sincerelysteel.com/

Rhong Stainless Co., Ltd.
No. 118 Liuhua Road
Putuo District
Shanghai, China
Tel: 021-6627-8521
Fax: 021-6627-8277

Ruitian Steel
B507 Xiao, Binhaiyuan District, Economy Technology Development Zone, Wenzhou, Zhejiang
Tel: +86 (577) 86808587
Fax: +86 (577) 86809797

Samsung Group
11 Seocho-Daero 74gil, Seocho-Gu Seoul, Seoul, 137965 South Korea
Tel: +82-221452114
Website: http://www.samsung.com

Sejung Sea & Air Co., Ltd.
Room C-D, 18th Floor, No. 85 East Huaiha Road
Shanghai, China

Shanghai Dongjing Import & Export Co.
7/F (E), No. 668 Beijing Road East Shanghai China, Shanghai, China
Tel: 86-021-53082886, 53080883
Fax: 86-021-53081364
Shanghai Fengye Industry Co., Ltd.
Rm. 1103, No. 81, Yanping Rd., Jing'an, Shanghai, 200042 China
Tel: +86-21-62314098 +86-21-62314062
http://www.sh-fytrade.com/

Shanghai Krupp Stainless (SKS)
21 Tong Yao Road, Pudong New Area Shanghai 200126, PR of China
Tel: +86 (21) 3887 4887
Fax: +86 (21) 6870 2025
Website: http://www.skschina.com.cn/index.htm

Shanghai Metal Co.
20 floor Yuan Mansion, 738 Dongfang Road, Shanghai, China 200122
Tel: +86 21 5830 9368, +86 21 6876 0737
Fax: +86 21 5081 9492
E-mail: sales@shanghaimetal.com
shanghaimetal@163.com
1701 Yuan Mansion 738 Dongfang Road
Shanghai, China
http://www.shanghaimetal.com/

Shanghai Stal Precision Stainless Steel
291 Huajin Road Xingzhuang Industrial Zone, Minhang Shanghai, China 200010
Tel: 021-24087888
Fax: 021-24087887
Email: stal@stal.com.cn
Web: http://www.stal.com.cn

Shanghai Tankii Alloy Material Co., Ltd.
Lane 388, PanGu Road, Baoshan, Shanghai
Telephone: (+86) 21-56113316
Fax: (+86) 21-56116916
E-mail: sales@tankii.com
Website: http://www.tankii.com

Shangxi Taigang Stainless Steel Co., Ltd.
No. 2 Jian Cao Ping
Taiyuan
Shanxi, China 30003
Tel: 86-351-3018888
Fax: 86-351-3014418

Shaoxing Andrew Metal Manufactured Co., Ltd.
Cheng Dong Wa Yao Tou
Shaoxing, Zhejiang, China
Tel: 0575-88619019
Shaoxing Yuzhihang Import & Export Trade Co., Ltd.
Room 1705 Bolan Caizhi Building, No. 80 Meilonghu Road
Shaoxing, Zhejiang, China 312000
Tel: 0575-81507900
Fax: 0575-81507990

Shenzhen Brilliant Sign Co., Ltd.
Shangxue Science & Technology Park, Bantian Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China (518000)
Tel: (86 755) 84528510
Fax: (86 755) 84528510

Shenzhen Wide International Trade Co., Ltd.
Room 1302, 27A, Qiaocheng Haoyuan, Xinzhong Road
Shenzhen, China 614900

Sichuan Tianhong Stainless Steel
No.317-3, Jiaxing Road, Jianong Town, Shawan District Leshan, Sichuan
Tel: 86-833-3686191
Fax: 86-833-3686688
Website: http://www.sctbixg.com

Sino Base Metal Co., Ltd.
R 1904, Li Du Mansion, 500 Zhong Shan Road (S. 1), Shanghai, China
Tel: 86-021-53021748

Southwest Stainless Steel
515 Post Oak Blvd, Suite 800 Houston, TX 77027 (Shale-Inland Holdings LLC HQs)
Tel: 855.742.5380
Website: http://sw-stainless.com/

Stainless Steel (HK), Ltd.
Rm 2601 26 F Lippo Center Tower 1 Admiralty Hong Kong (SAR)
Phone: 86-852-2868-1819

Steelforce NV Lange
Lange Klarenstraat 16-202000 Antwerp, Belgium
Tel: +32 3 224 10 80
Fax: +32 3 224 10 79
info@steelforce.net
Shanghai, China 200080
Tel: +86 21 5830 2605
Fax: +86 21 5830 2850
fareast@steelforce.net
http://www.steelforce.eu/
Sunzhou Xinchen Precision Industrial Materials Co., Ltd.
Room 11, No. 11 Huifeng Street
Xuguan Town, New Hi-Tech District
Suzhou, China

Taishan Steel
1 Xinfu Road Laiwu City, 271100 China
Tel: 86-634-6117-211
Fax: 86-634-6114-423
Website: www.taishansteel.com

Taiyuan Accu Point Technology, Co. Ltd.
15-West 5 Building, Changfeng District, Changfeng Street
Taiyuan
Shanxi, China
Tel/Fax: 0351-7083848

Taiyuan Ri De Tai Xing Precision Steel
The Stainless Steel Ecological Park
Jian Cao Ping District
Taiyuan, China 030003

Taiyuan Iron & Steel (TISCO)
No. 2, Jiancaoping, Taiyuan, Shanxi, 030003 China
Tel: 86-351-3011274 3014529 3014595
Fax: 86-351-3017291
http://www.tisco.com.cn

Taizhou Durable Hardware Co., Ltd.
Rm. 402 Xingan No. 108 Xingan Town, Jiangsu, China 214000
Tel: 86-510-88785480

Tiancheng Stainless Steel Products
No. 410 Zhong Shan East Rode, Shi Jia Zhuang, China
Tel: 86-311-85618386-85618385
Fax: 86-311-85618385

Tianjin Fulida Supply Co., Ltd.
Room 510 Jingong Mansion, Jiefangbei Road
Heping District
Tianjin, China
Tel: 23139032
Fax: 23133932
Tianjin Jiuyu Trade Co., Ltd.
4-1119, Changying Commercial Plaza, 
Crossing NW side of Jingjin Road and Longzhou Road 
Tianjin, China 
Tel: 022-58709189

Tianjin Taigang Daming Metal Product Co., Ltd.
No, 110, Zhongnan Street 5 
West Zone of Tianjin Development Area 
Tianjin City, China 300462 
Phone: 022-59889699 022-59889698 
Fax: 022-59889690 

Tianjin Teda Ganghua Trade Co., Ltd.
Room 1401, building 2, Beichen Tower 
Beichen District 
Tianjin, China 
Tel: 86-22-86896631

Tianjin Tianchengjida Import & Export Trade Co., Ltd.
No. 118, 33th Building Hardware Business Center 
Nankai District 
Tianjin, China 
Tel: 022-27833955

Tianjin Tianguan Yuantong Stainless Steel 
No. 61, Haibin 15 Road, Tianjin Port Free Trade Zone, Tianjin, China 300461 
Tel: +86-22-25763693

Top Honest Stainless Steel Co., Ltd.
No. 885-969 Sanli Qiao Road 
Huzhou 
Zhejiang, China 
Tel: 86-572-2569081 
Fax: (86)572-25682822 
E-Mail : sales@tophonest.com 

TPCO Yuantong Stainless Steel Ware
No. 6 Block Lingang Road Tianjin Port Tianjin, 300461 China 
Tel: 86 22 2576 3696 
Fax: 86 22 2576 3298
Tsingshan Qingyuan
Yinzhan Jiafu Industry Zone Gaoxin District Qingyuan, 511542 China
Tel: +86-7633697590
Phone: 86-763-3697-590
Fax: 86-763-3697-588
Web: www.qyqsbxg.com

Wibaux Shuoyang Stainless Steel
No. A - 57 Yu An road, Shuofang, Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province, PRC.
Tel: +86 185 7645 0788
Email: tonytong@stainlessexports.com
Web: http://shuoyang-stainlesssteel.com/

World Express Freight Co., Ltd.
Room 2209, Yinyi Bund Building, No.132, Renmin Road, Ningbo, 315020, China
TEL (86) 574 87647880
FAX (86) 574 87647887
Email: jameshu@worldexpress-freight.com
Web: http://www.worldexpress-freight.com/index.asp

Wuxi Baochang Metal Products Co., Ltd.
8 Eastern Steel City No. 8 Beihuan Road Wuxi, 214191 China
Phone: 86 510 8101 8887
Fax: 86 510 8101 8808
Email: export08@bcstainless.com.cn
Web: www.stainless-steel sheets.com

Wuxi Fangzhu Precision Materials Co.
No. 2419-20, Unit 173, Starlight Plaza, Guanshan Road Binhu District, Wuxi City Wuxi, China
Tel: +86-51082136017
Fax: +86-510-82136047
Email: sales@fangzhuchina.com
Web: http://fangzhuchina.com/english/index.asp

Wuxi Grand Tang Metal Co., Ltd.
LiDong Village XinAn Town HuBing Distruct WuXi City P.C. 214002
Tel: 86-510-82721798
Fax: 86-510-8271218
Web: http://www.everychina.com/buy/c-zb9ca00/
Wuxi Shuoyang Stainless Steel Co., Ltd.
No. A 57 Yu An Road
Shuodang, Wuxi City
Jiangsu Province, China
Tel: +86 185 7645 0788, +86 5108 531 1222
Email: tonytong@stainlessexports.com
Web: http://shuoyang-stainlesssteel.com/index.php

Wuxi Jinyate Steel Co., Ltd.
No. 21, Shixin Road, Dongbeitang Town, Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province, China (Mainland) Zip: 214000
Tel: 86-0510-88888892
Fax: 86-051083075178
Email: felix.steel@wxjyt.net
Web: http://wxjinyate.com

Wuxi Joyray International Corp.
7F Jinxiu Building,651 Hubin Road ,Wuxi,Jiangsu,P.R.China 214071
Tel: 0510-82723222 82720540
Fax: 0510-82701149
Mail: admin@joyray.cc
Web: http://www.joyray.cc/english/

Wuzhou Hongji Stainless Steel
No contact information available

Xiamen Lizhou Hardware Spring Co., Ltd.
Lizhou Building Quianpu Industrial Zone Xiamen, China 361008
Web: http://www.lizhou.com/

Xinwen Mining
Xinwen, Xintai City, Shandong Province. P.R.China
Telephone: 86-538-7829128
Mobile: 86-13153862220
Fax: 86-538-7871733
Website: http://www.xwky.com

Xuyuan Stainless Steel
No contact information available

Yieh Corp. Ltd.
Room 503, No. 989 Dongfang Road, Shanghai, China
TEL: +886-7-615-1000
FAX: +886-7-615-3000
E-mail: ec@yieh.com
Web: http://www.yieh.com/
Yongjin Metal Technology
999 Pengcheng Avenue Gaoxin Tech Industry Dvpt Zone Nantong, 226000 China
Phone: 86-513-8060-4999
Fax: 86-513-8060-8199
Web: www.51yjkj.com

Yuyao Purenovo Stainless Steel Co., Ltd.
Yunshan Industrial Zone, Sanqishi Town, Yuyao City, Zhejiang Province, China
Tel: 86-0574-15658262278
Web: http://purenovosal.en.forbuyers.com/

Zhangjiagang Pohang Stainless Steel Co., Ltd. (ZPSS)
Daxin Riverside Road Zhangjiagang, 215636 China
Phone: 86 512 5855 3660
Fax: 86 512 5855 3680
www.zpss.com

Zhejiang Baohong Stainless Steel Co., Ltd.
No. 33 Zhonghenggang Road South
Tianhu High-Tech Industrial Park
Zhejiang Province, China
Tel: +86 572 256 9081
Fax: +86 572 256 8282
Email: alice@chinabaosco.com
Web: www.tophonest.com

Zhejiang Huashun Metals Co., Ltd.
#2589 Huacheng South Road
Economic Development Zone
Zhejiang Province, China

Zhejiang Jaguar Import & Export Co., Ltd.
No. 139 Renming West Road
Jinha
Zhejiang, China
Tel: 86-579-83926360
Fax: 86-579-82057281

Zhejiang New Vision Import & Export
14F Taifu Plaza 555 Jingjia Road Jiangdong District Ningbo, 315040 China
Tel: 86-574-8770-0441
Fax: 86-574-5610-3955
Web: http://newvision.en.ningboexport.com/jesus/about/newvision.html
Zhejiang Yongjin Metal Technology Co., Ltd.
No. 99 Chuangye Road Economic Development Zone Lanxi City, Jinhua, 321100 China
Phone: 86-574-8898-8606
Fax: 86-574-8898-8232
http://yjbx.en.forbuyers.com/about

Zhengzhou Mingtai Industry Co., Ltd.
Changchun Road No. 6, High and New Zhengzhou, China 451283
Phone: 86-371-6789-8602
Fax: 86-371-6789-8717
Web: www.zzmtsy.com

Zhengjiang Huaxin Import & Export
5/F, No. 69 Jiefang Road
Zhenjiang, China
Tel: +86 (574) 87178543
Fax: +86 (574) 87178543

Zhenjiang Yongyin Metal Tech Co.
No. 99 Chuangye Road Economic Development Zone Lanxi Zhejiang, Jinhua, 321100 China
Phone: 86-574-8898-8606
Fax: 86-574-8898-8232
Web: http://yjbx.en.forbuyers.com/about

Zhenshi Group Eastern Special Steel Co., Ltd.
Economic Development Zone Xinfeng Town, Nanhu Distric, Jiaxing City Zhejiang Province, China
Phone: 86-573-8398-8295
Fax: 86-573-8398-8298
Web: www.zsess.com

Zun Hua City Transcend Ti-Gold
Room 603, Block B, Xinhong Building #31
Xunhua, China
Tel: +86 0315 6012558
Fax: +86 0315 6011728
Email: china-chaoyue@126.com
Web: www.china-chaoyue.com
EXHIBIT GEN-7
U.S. Importers of Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip

AA Metals Inc.
2501 Inventors Row, Suite 700
Orlando, FL 32837
Tel: 407-377-0246
Fax: 407-377-0247
Email: sales@aametals.com
Website: www.aametals.com

Accuride International, Inc.
12311 Shoemaker Ave.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
Tel: 562-903-0200
Fax: 562-903-0213
Email: n/a
Website: https://www.accuride.com

Advanced Metal Coatings Inc.
5038 Lauderdale Ave.
Virginia Beach, VA 23455
Tel: 727-744-9508
Fax: 727-531-7682
Email: hamilton@advanced-metal.com
Website: http://www.advanced-metal.com/

Alabama Stainless and Storage Inc.
691 Dekle Drive
Mobile, AL 36602
Tel: 905-696-6960
Fax: 905-696-8696
Email: n/a
Website: n/a

American Specialties Inc.
441 Saw Mill River Road
Yonkers, NY 10701
Tel: 914-476-9000
Fax: 914-476-0688
Email: info@americanspecialties.com
Website: http://www.americanspecialties.com

Baosteel America Inc.
85 Chestnut Ridge Road
Montvale, NJ 07645
Tel: 949-752-6789
Fax: 949-752-1234
Email: bai@baosteelusa.com
Website: http://www.baosteelusa.com/

Barrett Steel Energy Products Inc.
2445 Peyton Road
Houston, TX 77032
Tel: 281-219-1000
Fax: n/a
Email: americas@bsep.com
Website: http://bsep.com/home

Brown Metals Company
8635 White Oak Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Tel: (909) 484-3124
Fax: n/a
Email: n/a
Website: http://www.brownmetals.com/

Central Stainless and Alloys, Inc./R. M. Creations, Inc.
50 Cragwood Road, Suite 308
South Plainfield, NJ 07080
Tel: 908-222-1500
Fax: 908-222-1665
Email: centralstainless.alloys@gmail.com
Website: http://www.centralstainless.com/

Century Metals & Supplies
Century Metals & Supplies, Inc.
1251 NW 165th St.
Miami Gardens, Florida 33169
Tel: 305-474-3994
Fax: 305-474-3223
Email: ricardorestrepo@centurymetals.com
Website: http://www.centurymetals.com/
Commercial Metals Company
6565 N. MacArthur Blvd. Suite 800
Irving, TX 75039
Tel: 214-689-4300
Fax: 214-689-5886
Email: n/a
Website: https://www.cmc.com/en/americas/

Daewoo International America Corp.
300 Frank W. Burr Blvd. Suite #23
Teeanck, NJ 07666, U.S.A.
Tel: 201-591-8000
Fax: 201-591-8092
Email: n/a
Website: https://www.daewoo.com/eng/

Dayco Industries LLC
10215 San Sevaine Way
Mira Loma, CA 91752
Tel: 951-360-5900
Fax: n/a
Email: n/a
Website: http://daycoindustries.com/

Elevator Doors Inc.
15 Jane Street
Paterson, NJ 07522
Tel: 973-790-9100
Fax: 973-790-1007
Email: n/a
Website: http://www.edi-eci.com

Emerdex Group Inc.
9732 Rush Street South
El Monte, CA 91733
Tel: 626-279-5022
Fax: n/a
Email: n/a
Website: www.emerdex.com

Empire Resources Inc.
400 Kelby Street
1 Parker Plaza, 14th Floor
Fort Lee, NJ 07024
Tel: 201-944-2200
Fax: 201-944-2226
Email: IR@empireresources.com
Website: http://empireresources.com

Expeditors International
506 E. Dallas Rd., No. 400
Grapevine, TX 76051
Tel: 817-305-4000
Fax: n/a
Email: n/a
Website: http://www.expeditors.com

Faist Greentek LLC
Building 5
5750 South 40th
Phoenix, AZ
Tel: 602-633-0702
Fax: n/a
Email: n/a
Website: n/a

Felchar Manufacturing Corp.
191 Corporate Drive
Binghamton, NY 13904
Tel: (607) 723-4076
Fax: (607) 771-1770
Email: nmorell@shopvac.com
Website: http://www.felchar.com/

First Choice Stainless Equipment Supply Inc.
120-18 Rockaway Blvd.
South Ozone Park
Brooklyn, NY 11420
Tel: (646) 352-3366
Fax: n/a
Email: n/a
Website: n/a
Fuel Cell Energy Inc.
C/o Industrial Riggers, Inc.
264 Chase River Road
Waterbury, CT 06704
Tel: 203-573-1116
Fax: n/a
Email: info@fce.com
Website: http://www.fuelcellenergy.com/

Gemini Incorporated
103 Mensing Way
Cannon Falls, MN 55009
Tel: 507-253-3957
Fax: 800-421-1256
Email: Sales@GeminiSignProducts.com
Website: http://www.geminisignproducts.com

Gerber Steel Co., Ltd.
35 Country Road
Mamaroneck, NY 10543
Tel: 914-381-3811
Fax: 208-248-2079
Email: jtrainor@gerbermetal.com
Website: http://www.gerbermetal.com/

Global Stainless Products
35165 Beattie Drive
Sterling High, MI 48312
Tel: (586) 274-9550
Fax: n/a
Email: n/a
Website: http://www.globalstainless.net

Go Alloys LLC
6356 Glenbrook Ct.
Lisle, IL 60532
Tel: 630-240-5555
Fax: n/a
Email: n/a
Website: n/a

Hanwa American Corp.
18100 Von Karman Ave., Suite 320
Irvine, CA 92612
Tel: 949-955-2780
Fax: 949-955-2785
Email: n/a
Website: http://www.hanwa.co.jp

Hog Slat Inc.
309 Industrial Park
Clinton, NC 28328
Tel: (866) 464-7528
Fax: (910) 594-0454
Email: n/a
Website: https://www.hogslat.com

Ideal Clamp Products
7765 Padre Island Highway, Suite 500
Brownsville, TX 78521
Tel: 956-838-5488
Fax: 956-838-5489
Email: n/a
Website: http://idealtridon.com

IDL Technedge LLC
30 Boright Ave.
Kenilworth, NJ 07033
Tel: 908-497-9818 ext 211
Fax: 908-497-9828
Email: vannessa.hernandez@technedge.com
Website: https://www.technedge.com/
International Tool Steel Inc.
144 Gould St., Suite 120
Needham, MA 02494
Tel: n/a
Fax: n/a
Email: n/a
Website: http://www.itoolsteel.com/

Intrade Consultants, Inc./Bigso Mexicana
7101 Chino Dr.
El Paso, TX 79915
Tel: (915) 782-5700
Fax: n/a
Email: n/a
Website: http://www.intraep.com/

Kanematsu USA Inc.
500 Fifth Avenue, 29th Floor
New York, NY 10110
Tel: 212-704-9400
Fax: 212-704-9483
Email: n/a
Website: http://kanematsuusa.com/

Kloeckner Metal
500 Colonial Center Parkway
Suite 500
Roswell, GA 30076
Tel: (678) 259-8800
Fax: n/a
Email: KJohnson@kloecknermetals.com
Website: http://www.kloecknermetals.com

M.S. Global Steel Incorporated
13834 Bettencourt St.
Cerritos, CA 90703
Tel: (562) 926-5088
Fax: (562) 926-5069
Email: Sales@MSGlobalSteel.com
Website: http://www.msglobalsteel.com/

Mercury Products Corp.
1201 South Mercury Drive
Schaumburg, IL 60193-3598
Tel: 847-524-4400
Fax: 847-524-4542
Email: info@mercprod.com
Website: http://www.mercprod.com

Midalloy Inc.
630 Axminster Dr.
Fenton, MO 63026
Tel: 800-776-3300
Fax: n/a
Email: contact@midalloy-sm.com
Website: http://www.midalloy.com

Millennia Stainless Inc.
10016 Romandel Ave.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
Tel: 562-946-3545
Fax: 562-946-3490
Email: info@millenniastainless.com
Website: http://www.millenniastainless.com/en

Mitsui and Co. USA Inc.
200 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10166
Tel: (212) 878-4000
Fax: (212) 878-4800
Email: n/a
Website: https://www.mitsui.com/us/en

NDJ International Corp.
1361 61st Street
New York, NY 11219
Tel: 718-995-4736
Fax: 718-995-4737
Email: n/a
Website: n/a
Nexgen International Corp.
21535 Hawthorne Blvd.
Suite 283
Torrance, CA 90503
Tel: (310) 944-9300
Fax: (310) 944-9304
E-mail: james@nexgenworld.com
Website: http://nexgenworld.com

Nippon Steel Trading America, Inc.
8600 West Bryn Mawr Avenue
Suite 580N
Chicago, IL 60631
Tel: 773-380-7820
Fax: 773-714-1652
Email: n/a
Website: http://www.sbicc.com/

Ohmite Manufacturing Co LLC
85 Algonquin Rd # 230
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
Tel: 847-258-0300
Fax: 847-574-7522
Email: sales@ohmite.com
Website: http://www.ohmite.com/

Olbert Metal Sales, Inc.
7345 Eaton Court
University Park, FL 34201
Tel: 941-358-1391
Fax: n/a
Email: n/a
Website: n/a

Pacific Plus
13241 Valley Branch Lane
Suite 200
Farmers Branch, TX 75234
Tel: (972) 488-8338
Fax: (972) 991-6399
Email: info@pacificplus.net
Website: http://www.pacificplus.net

Prismatic Stainless Steel
201 South 31 St.
Kenilworth, NJ 07033
Tel: 908-241-5640
Fax: n/a
Email: Prsm69@AOL.com
Website: http://bmfinishers.com/prismatic

R.M. Creations Inc.
50 Cragwood Rd # 308
South Plainfield, NJ 07080
Tel: (908) 222-1500
Fax: (908) 222-1665
Email: rmmetals@gmail.com
Website: http://www.rm-metals.com/

Rabobank International
245 Park Ave., 38th Floor
New York, NY 10167
Tel: 212-916-7800
Fax: 212-818-0233
Email: n/a
Website: www.rabobankamerica.com

Rainbow Materials International
8127 S. Fairmount Ave.
Downers Grove, IL 60516
Tel: (630) 886-9098
Fax: n/a
Email: n/a
Website: http://rainbowmaterials.en.ec21.com

Rigidized Metals Corporation
658 Ohio Street
Buffalo, NY 14203
Tel: 800-836-2580
Fax: 716-849-0401
Email: dickfriedman@rigidized.com
Website: http://www.rigidized.com/
Rimex Metals USA Inc.
2850 Woodbridge Ave.
Edison, NJ 08837
Tel: (732) 549-3800
Fax: 732) 549 6435
Email: sales@rimexusa.com
Website: http://www.rimexweb.com

Ryerson Procurement Corporation
227 West Monroe Street, 27th Floor
Chicago, IL 60606
Tel: 888-877-8593
Fax: n/a
Email: Chicagosales@ryerson.com
Website: http://www.ryerson.com/

Servimetal Inc.
Road #175 Km. 0.02,
Río Cañas Industrial Park,
Caguas, PR, 00725
Tel: 787-747-7766
Fax: 787-747-9676
Email: n/a
Website: http://www.servimetal.com

Stemcor USA Inc.
2 Park Avenue, Suite 1600
New York, NY 10016
Tel: 212-563-0403
Fax: n/a
Email: n/a
Website: http://www.stemcor.com

Sumitomo Corporation of America
300 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017
Tel: 212-207-0700
Fax: 212-207-0456
Email: n/a
Website: http://www.sumitomocorp.com

Thermafit Industries Inc.
11120 Sherman Way
Sun Valley, CA 91352
Tel: 877-827-2782
Fax: (323) 201-3569
Email: Info@NoHubCoupling.com
Website: http://www.nohubcoupling.com/

Tisco Trading USA Inc.
1001 Corporate Drive, Suite 202
Canonsburgh, PA 15317
Tel: 724-746-8913
Fax: 724-746-8915
Email: tiscous@tisco.com.cn
Website: http://tggm.tisco.com.cn/en

Ulbrich of Illinois Inc.
153 Washington Ave.
North Haven, CT 06473
Tel: 203-239-4481
Fax: 203-239-7479
Email: n/a
Website: http://www.ulbrich.com

VT Hackney
911 West 5th Street
P.O. Box 880
Washington, NC 27889
Tel: 252.946.6521
Fax: 252.975.8340
Email: hrmanager@vthackney.com
Website: http://www.vthackney.com